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The Lamb of God. Expositions in the Writings of St. John
1883

reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their
age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the
public so that they do not get lost

The Lamb of God
1871

john the baptist said behold the lamb of god who takes away the sin of the world these words summarize jesus mission and help
us understand the significance of his death and resurrection through this study you will come to appreciate jesus atonement in a
new way chapters include an in depth study of jesus as a lamb sacrificed for our sins the amazing prophecy of christ as the lamb
in isaiah 53 redemption through the blood of the lamb christ as our passover lamb and the lamb on the throne in the book of
revelation the book contains a wealth of background information as well as questions for thought or discussion and key verses
for meditation these five lessons can be used for personal enrichment lenten bible studies by small groups and classes and by
teachers and preachers for sermon preparation

The Lamb of God
2023-04-11

when jesus died on passover he became the sacrificial lamb for the salvation of the world since he died as the sacrificial lamb he
also had to begin his life on earth as the lamb the lamb of god jesus was the lamb of god from the foundation of the world
revelation 13 8 jesus was the lamb of god even before his appearance on earth as the babe in the manger john the baptist
revealed jesus to the world as the lamb of god he lived and died as the lamb he is the lamb to come in the book of revelation
jesus was is and always will be the lamb of god may this book take you on a journey to learn more about the birth life death and
eternal nature of our lord jesus christthe lamb of god your understanding of what jesus did for us on calvary will be enriched

Lamb of God
2011-02

reprint of the original first published in 1871

The Lamb Eternal
2017-03-30

everything chronicled in the old testament points to what the savior did through his birth life death and resurrection in a
sweeping panorama of mankind s time line from genesis to revelation comes an amazing story of the savior it is jesus christ the
lamb of god yesterday today and forever who changes the hardest of hearts of mankind into god s most effective witnesses in
this powerful ebook benny hinn points readers toward the central point of history calvary

The Lamb of God
2022-09-29

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks
notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of
our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that
are true to the original work
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Lamb of God
2004-07-10

the ministry of reconciliation is something god gave unto me before i entered into the ministry in my getting alone with god
fasting and praying and shutting in at sister linnie gunn s beauty shop between 1979 and 1980 i heard the lord say i have given
unto you the ministry of reconciliation i entered into the ministry in august 1981 i evangelized from 1981 until 1998 when god
called me into pastoring the ministry of reconciliation along with the prophetic ministry has greatly been in operation in my life
and through me glory be to god i have seen the hearts of so many reconciled back unto god and the harvest is about to become
greater than ever before almost thirty five years have been added on to my life since the beginning of my ministry but i m about
to enter into the harvest that has been sown i overcame by the blood of the lamb christine was married to melvin peebles
together they have two sons kelvin and titus who christine loves more than she can express they have blessed her with four
grandchildren christopher kelisha kaniya and kortney 2

A Layman Looks at the Lamb of God
1982

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

The Lamb of God: a Sacred Poem in Twelve Books
1865

selections from the sermons and writings published and unpublished of j reuben clark jr on the life of the savior

The Lamb of God
2008-10-01

the lamb of god is a book about claiming your own destiny it is about pleasure and peace it is about the ancient prophets
including confucius moses abraham isaac jacob jesus and mohammad most of all it is about you the author stresses the words of
jesus from the canonical gospels and also from the gospel of thomas that indicates that we are all god incarnate this is not how
we see ourselves and it is not what we are taught in churches synagogues and mosques however this concept is inadequate
unless we reach a mystical state of awareness and teach it to our young this state is achieved by consideration of who we really
are and by giving everything to god through prayer and awareness of and obedience to his rules the argument is made that the
quest for mystical awareness is a biological drive in every man and woman regardless of their age station in life or religion jesus
is emphasized because of the author s perception of him as the most perfect human being and because he absorbed all of god
into his persona no one else can do this but you can try we humans are a reflection of each other and jesus as well as all the
prophets let us investigate god

A shepherd looks at the Lamb of God
1983

this is a fictional and imaginative novel of the life and ministry of jesus the christ biblically based in the four gospels and the
political historical context of his time comparable to the series the chosen

I Overcame by the Blood of the Lamb
2021-10-05

this new edition of a great christian classic shows how the path of god leads a christian to enduring peace a fruitful life spiritual
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victory and the eventual goal of glory one of the great works of christian writing

Looking on Jesus
2022-10-27

this autobiographical novel of family tragedy by the author of slouching towards kalamazoo moves deftly from manic hilarity to
manic fury and back again newsday the most poignant of peter de vries s novels the blood of the lamb is also his most personal
it follows the life of don wanderhop from his childhood in an immigrant calvinist family living in chicago in the 1950s through the
loss of a brother his faith his wife and finally his daughter a tragedy drawn directly from de vries s own life despite its basis in
personal tragedy the blood of the lamb offers glimpses of the comic sensibility for which de vries was famous written with a
powerful blend of grief love wit and fury de vries s sensitive treatment of the death of a beloved child it has scarcely a superior
in contemporary fiction chicago tribune

Behold the Lamb of God
2011-07-01

a detailed look at the lamb of god and his kingdom principles we explore his wonderful character and work as it relates to our
expected lifestyle self esteem and relational living the book starts with a fresh look at his blood that speaks better things

Behold the Lamb
2018-09-20

what is our participation in the divine humanity in explaining this important doctrine sergius bulgakov begins by surveying the
field of christology with special reference to the divine humanity he considers the role of the divine sophia examines the
foundations of the incarnation explores the nature of christ s divine consciousness and ponders christ s ministries while on earth
a profound discussion of christ s kenosis as a model for humanity rounds out this comprehensive and valuable study the lamb of
god is one of the greatest works of christology in the twentieth century and a crowning achievement in the examination of the
theology of divine humanity

The Lamb of God
2023-05-15

the lion and the lamb a commentary on the book of revelation for today is a contemporary intrepretation of the revelation of
john from a historical premillenial perspective

Way of the Lamb: Lamb of God Series Novel One
1999-11

powerful easter presentation created by chris machen built around the theme of jesus as our sacrificial and glorified lamb

In the Footprints of the Lamb
2012-04-26

a concise summary of the cradle the cross and the crown an acclaimed new testament introduction covering each nt book s key
facts historical setting literary features theological message and more

The Blood of the Lamb
2012-11-01

through the available patristic writings caesar and the lamb focuses on the attitudes of the earliest christians on war and military
service kalantzis not only provides the reader with many new translations of pre constantinian texts he also tells the story of the
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struggle of the earliest church the communities of christ at the margins of power and society to bear witness to the nations that
enveloped them as they transformed the dominant narratives of citizenship loyalty freedom power and control although
kalantzis examines writings on war and military service in the first three centuries of the christian church in an organized
manner the ways earliest christians thought of themselves and the state are not presented here through the lens of antiquarian
curiosity with theological sensitivity and historical acumen this companion leads the reader into the world in which christianity
arose and asks questions of the past that help us understand the early character of the christian faith with the hope that such an
enterprise will also help us evaluate its expression in our own time

The Lamb
2008-01-02

england the 1460s the conflict known as the wars of the roses pitting lancastrian against yorkist is at its height after his terrible
experiences at the battle of towton and the siege of bamburgh castle philip neville is tasked with finding and escorting the
recently deposed henry vi a man so pious and kind hearted that many call him the lamb of god to london during the period of
relative peace that follows philip previously disappointed in love is at last persuaded to take a wife and make his way at court
but finds it difficult to rein in his belligerent and insubordinate nature despite his burning hatred for the ambitious nobles who
have profited from the war philip remains steadfastly loyal to the new king edward iv however that loyalty is tested as never
before when the alliance between the two most powerful men in the country king edward and richard neville known as warwick
the kingmaker begins to fray the lamb of god is the second book in philip photiou s war of the roses trilogy the first the wrath of
kings was praised by best selling author philippa gregory for its intense realism and wealth of period detail qualities that the
lamb of god displays on every page

The Lamb of God
1998-09

jesus christ the almighty god the son of the most high the savior or the world was once a child what must it have been like for
the mighty jehovah the son of god to face the harshness of earth life did he have a veil over his past glory how might he have
felt as understanding of his ultimate sacrifice opened before him who guided his early footsteps and prepared him for his destiny
knowing jesus christ and the father who sent him is essential to our own salvation as you read these pages you will see our
savior through new eyes and come to love and appreciate his sacrifice as never before

The Lion and the Lamb
2012*

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Lamb of God
2003-09-01

this beautifully illustrated children s book tells the story of yesu the lamb who lives on a farm unfortunately every year the
farmer chooses one of the animals for the family to eat for christmas this year is different from the others because this is the
year yesu shows everyone what true love looks like
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Like a Lamb
2012

it is my hope that upon the conclusion of this volume the reader will have more insight as to why jesus gave this revelation to
john and it will give us more faith that he kept his promise this should help us have faith that we can trust jesus to deliver on
every promise that he ever made

The Lion and the Lamb
2012-09-24

moshe the youngest and littlest of the small band of bethlehem shepherds would rather be doing anything else than the boring
job of watching his flock of sheep the other shepherds not only bully him but also cruelly mistreat his crippled lamb droopy so
named because he sadly droops his head when abused and when he valiantly but unsuccessfully tries to keep up with the rest of
the sheep who treat him with disdain after the wise older shepherd gave moshe advice to continue to try his best so that good
things will flourish as a consequence moshe witnesses a miraculous and holy evening that changes the lives of the shepherds
the crippled lamb and the entire course of history both the littlest shepherd and his crippled lamb companion embark on an
adventure that entails facing down bullies coming of age life threatening danger the dawning of friendship and a confirmation
that truly underscores the concept that if you try your best god has the power to make good things happen even to the lowliest
of us

Caesar and the Lamb
2022-06-30

in this exciting book thomas nash refutes the common charge that the mass is unbiblical in a resoundingly biblical fashion from
the garden of eden to christ s ascension the biblical roots of the mass go much deeper than the last supper and christ s passion
old testament sacrifices like abel s abraham s and the passover all prefigure and are fulfilled by christ s sacrifice which is made
present in the sacrifice of the mass what began on the cross culminated in everlasting glory when jesus entered once for all into
the heavenly holy of holies as the letter to the hebrews provides in a time when the catholic church is under attack from within
and without worthy is the lamb reminds the faithful that the mass is as vatican ii affirms the source and summit of the whole
christian life this book will transform your understanding of and participation in the mass it s high time catholics discovered the
old testament roots of our church s worship and priesthood the new covenant did not abolish the old but fulfilled and
transformed it our lord wants us to experience the reality of the mass in all its fullness and that s what tom nash wants you to
know scott hahn ph d thomas nash is a theology advisor at the eternal word television network ewtn

The Lamb Of God
1900

compelling historical fiction from the 16th century reformation in this third story the dutch revolt against the occupation and
religious oppression of spain moves into full engagement pieter lucas van den garde continues to run messages for willem of
orange in the midst of the uncertainties of war his wife aletta gives birth to their second child then aletta discovers that the baby
girl has a deformity concerned for the safety of his family pieter takes them to the fortified city of leyden where he had once
dreamed of studying art under its master artists in leyden the only painter pieter lucas finds is joris an innkeeper who for fear of
persecution will not admit to being a painter of that his true identity is jewish but joris son s gift as an artist exposes them to
danger and his wife s discovery of a true christian faith is very disturbing to him when the spaniards lay siege to leyden all their
lives are in danger and intertwined and pieter lucas arrest as a spy pushed aletta s fears to the overwhelming point in the
blackest night will faith prove to be a citadel stronger than the sword

The Followers of the Lamb
2020-11-30

joshua adon is a special child with special abilities feeling and sensing things that other people can t but strange and miraculous
occurrences stalk him throughout life as an adult he becomes a professor at harvard and receives a vial of blood from a
collaborator in israel who believes it to contain the blood of christ stored for over two millennia by his followers after performing
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dna fingerprinting dr adon finds the dna from the blood exactly matches his own soon the story is out setting in motion a chain
of events that could destroy josh his family and the world in the aftermath of terrorist attacks and war america is controlled by
an administration that dangerously mixes politics and religion now they want josh as the world spirals toward armageddon the
world needs a savior and josh may be the one

The Lamb of God
2016-08-28

in the lamb s agenda samuel rodriguez offers a blueprint for christian rejuvenation a prophetic call to orient our lives at the
nexus of the cross

LAMB OF GOD
2018-10-19

The Lamb of Life
2018-11-18

The Lamb of God Victorious!
2022-09-28

The Littlest Shepherd and The Lamb of God
1969

Behold the Lamb of God
2010-07-12

Worthy Is the Lamb
1998-10-01

The Citadel and the Lamb (Seekers Book #3)
2003-03

The Lamb
1903

Behold the Lamb of God! A series of discourses tracing through Scripture
the evolution and coronation of the Lamb
2006
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Why the Lamb?
2013

The Lamb's Agenda
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